
Cassette Interface
Programs can be saved on a
domestic cassette recorder in
two ways: one gibing maximum
speed: the other increasing

recording reliability

RGB Output
Provices separate signals for
the red, green and blue
Components of the colour video
signal. This drives a high-quality
colour monitor

Teleusion Output
This is joined to the aerial socket
on a television set
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BBC MODEL B

£399

409 x 358 x 78mm

37D0g

6502A

2 MHz

Focus

^_ • The Tule

A special interface designed by
Acorn to enable the BBC Model
B to wcrk wits alternative
microprocessors

32 Kbytes of RAM
32 Kbytes of ROM including
BASIC and sophisticated
operating system

VIDEO 1

8 different graphics modes give a
wide choice of displays. Largest
text area: 32 lines of 80
characters. Highest resolution
graphics: 640X256 pixels. Up to
16 colours at a lower resolution

Teievision, monocirome and
colour monitors, disk, printer,
analogue input, user port, the
Tube (for connecting additional
microprocessors)

BASIC

LISP, FORTH, LOGO

Leads for cassette deck and
television. User Guide. Welcome'
demonstration casse tte and
brochure

Typewriter-style with 74 moving
keys, including 10 programmable
function keys

The BBC Microcomputer User
Guide shows all the signs of being
written by highly trained minds,
who seem to assume that their
readers have already mastered
computers.

Several large chapters are
devoted to specialised usage of
the system programs, which
control the sophisticated
graphics, sound and Input/Oitput
features of the machine

A detailed and ve ry complete
explanation of the operation and
programming of the 6502
microp'ocessor is included, and
unlike many such sections in
other manuals, is not merely a
copy of the original Rockwell
documentation
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